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OMG 1 MUSIC

Presents

MOVEMENT MASTER
THE NEW SINGLE & MUSIC VIDEO FROM HBOSS

WATCH MOVEMENT
MASTER - MUSIC
VIDEO NOW

.

OUT NOW

WELCOME TO MY
JOURNEY...

AVAILABLE TO STREAM ON ALL PLATFORMS

From the humble streets of London, to
the royal halls of Buckingham palace
and back to the very comfort of your
home and TV screens on a Saturday
night, ITV1. If you don’t know me
already, I go by the name HBoss and
today I give you ‘Movement Master’.

CO-DIRECTED | CHOREOGRAPHED
EDITED | EXECUTIVELY
PRODUCED
BY HBOSS
.

@hboss_official www.hbossofficial.com hbossmusic@gmail.com

Watched with over 900,000 views on
one of the UK’s leading YouTube afro
dance channels, ChopDaily TV, HBoss is
back again with his Movement Master
music video.
Introducing GUD Music, the new sound
set to sweep the nation and beyond.
Viewers can expect the usual spectacle
when watching HBoss. With dance
moves and catchy lyrics that draw you
further into this energetic entertainer’s
world. Expect to be glued to the screen
engaging with great choreography,
amazing innovative costumes, and an
overall pleasant vibe that the song,
video, and artist himself give off.

African flavour mixed with the Best of British, that
sweet kick of culture can be felt throughout.
A sound to be felt and not just heard Movement Master is a fusion between
the UK streets and West Afro culture.
Produced by rising star Henny On Da Beat, the song features the captivating
tones of the West African percussion pieces - the Marimba and the Kalimba - as
well as language commonly heard in his native country Sierra Leone.

WHAT IS GUD MUSIC?
I wanted to create something positive
and powerful enough to move the spirit.
(Good i.e. the power to inspire + God i.e.
the power to create = GUD)
Its main annotations ‘Get Up & Dance…
Great, Unique, Different’ define a
mindset and a positive bit of energy I
wanted to put out into the world. It’s a
way of life… It stands for you, its stands
for me, its stands for us, and it
recognizes hope.

“See I might say Kushe, Cause I’m a Salon Borbor, Then
alright mate, Cause I’m London born, It’s that UK to Afro
flow I’m a super hybrid I’m best of both”

“I am the Movement Master, I make the tempo faster,I bring the
ENERGY ENERGY - I bring the STAMINA STAMINA!!…”
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